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MIS C PAGE .16-1 

oJ tu 

GENERAL DATA. The alignment of 
this receiver requires the use of a test 
oscillator that will cover the frequen- 
cies of 455, 600, 1400 and 1620 KC and 
an output meter to be connected across 
the primary or secondary of the out- 
put transformer. If possible, all align- 
ments should be made with the volume 
control on maximum and the test os- 
cillator output as low as possible to 
prevent the AVC from operating and 
giving false readings. 

CORRECT ALIGNMENT P R O C E - 
DURE. The intermediate frequency 
(I.F.) stages siou1d be aligned pro- 
perly as the first step. After the I.E., 
transformers have been properly ad- 
justed and peaked, the oscillator and 
loop should be adjusted. 

AL A M O ELECTÓiIS CORP. 

l T4 

NA DaseryNb. No. Drniptb. 
Gi-011 

Cß 
2 Gang Cond. 
.02 MF 400 Volt 

R3 
R4 

2 MEG 1/2 Watt 
; e Watt 

C4 .06 IF 400 Veit Re 
)lEC 

MEG 
WBG 1/2 Wattatt C6119 Lt IF. Trimmers R7 

.6 
1 EEG yt Watt 

C7{11 End I.F. 7Yhmnets R9 100,000 Ohm V. Watt 
C9 .02 MF 400 Volt R9 60.000 Ohm IA Watt 

CIO -C11 100 UUF 600 Volt RIO .5 MEG V.C: bPBW 
CIE .001 600 Volt 

UF 
R11 E20 Ohm Watt 

CIE .005 900 Vok R12 

1 

I MEG y4Watt 
Loop 

C14 10 MFD 90 Vitt 2 Om. Cod 
C16 50 UUF 600 Volt 8 Ist I.F. 

Rl 100.000 Ohm 14 Watt 4 'l1ar 
Crystal R2 18,000 Ohm 1/1 Watt 6 Idct 

5-16-47 A.E.C. App Cl. 

2 

f 

3 

21343 

S' 

l55 3Q4 

MODEL AEC-3RCMB 

MODEL 2RCM 

BATTERY 
11/4 Volt "A" - 90 Volt "B" 

BURGESS 5DA60 
or Equivalent 

MODEL AEC - 3 RCMB 

/1sG7 

y 

tc 

h>r 

{n,3 

o.: .1.,`tgs 
F -af 

c9 

7 

[Rw {VS 
TTTT 

Gre i 
1 

/2147 /g6r:/240[ Sott 
76:4s g 

/Its. 

- c/y 3szr 

cA 
l- 

soci 

J RADIO -RECORD MASTER - Model 2RCM 

I.F. ALIGNMENT. Remove the chas- 
sis and loop antenna from the cabinet 
and set them up on the bench. Care 
should be taken to have no iron or 
other metal near the loop. Do not 
make this set-up on a metal bench. 
With the gang condenser set at mini- 
mum, adjust the test oscillator to 465 
KC and connect the output to the grid 
of the first detector tube (12BF.6) 
through a .05 to .1 nifd condenser 
The ground on the test oscillator 
should be connected to the ground buss, 
indicated on the circuit diagram. Align 
all four I.F. trimmers to peak or maxi- 
mum reading on the output meter. 
Each I.F. has two adjustments at the 
top of the can. 
LOOP ALIGNMENT. Connect the test 
oscillator to a dummy loop which can 
be Made by coiling 2 turns of hookup 
wire about 6" in diameter. Place this 
dummy loop about a foot from the loop 
on the receiver and in the same plane 

No. Description No. Description 
Cl & C2 2 Gang Cond. I Loop 

C3 60 UUF 600V 2 Osc. Coil 
C3 & C4 Ist I.F. 4 1st I.F. 456 Be 
C5 & C6 2nd I.F. 3 2nd I.F. 456 Kc 

C7 100 UUF 600V Tl Output Trans. 
C9 & C9 .005 MF 600V SW2 T T. Power 

CIO 10 NFU 25V SW3 Radio -Phono. 
C11 .03 MF 460V 

C12 & C73 MUD 160V 
Cif ! Ci6 If! 
CM ! cri NED 400V 

;1 if 20.090 y Watt 
II MEG V. Watt 

R7 2 MEG V. Watt 
24 .5 MEG V.C. & SWl 
R6 .7 MEG 1/t Watt 

R6 & R7 1 

RSR 
i 

470.000 y4 Watt 
15062 t/ Watt 

R9 160052 VI Watt 
RII 1 MEG V/5 WMt 

542-417 AEC Á9p G3 

as the receiver loop. With the gang 
condenser set at minimum capacity, 
set the test oscillator at 1620 KC, and 
adjust the oscillator (or 1620 KC trim- 
mer) on gang condenser. Next-set 
the test oscillator at 1100 KC, and tune 
in the signal on the gang condenser. 
Adjust the antenna trimmer (or 1400 
KC trimmer) for maximum signal. 
Next set the test oscillator at 600 KC, 
and tune ill signal on condenser to 
check alignment of coils. 

®John F. Rider 
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MODEL 40°.1500 ALBEN, INC. 

ANT 

LOOP INPUT IF OUTPUT IF 
125A1 814123 03964 IYSN] 

0 
O 

0 
0 

OSG. 
COIL 
03963 yI ë 

OOP 
GONNEOTIONS 

u 0 
o 0 

03965 1250] 

o o 
o o 

O O 

SOL6GT OUTPUT 
TRANS, 

8-2031 1 

PM 
SPEAKER 
G -20354-I 

OSCILLATOR COIL 
OONNFGTRINS 

Pilon 

3525GT 

o 
o 

\ lY' 

IOn Of Sp/Fn 

When using D.C. potier supply, and after allowing sufficient time for tubes 

to Lure up, if the receiver does not operate, remove the line cord plug from 

the socket and reverse. Replace the plug in the reverse position and allow tubes 

to Lure up, at which time the receiver will operate 

When using A.C. power supply, it will be found that there will be less hum 

when the line cord plug is in the best position. Try both positions, leaving the 

plug In the position that produces the least hum. 

For the reception of local stations no antenna is necessary, the built-in 

loop providing sufficient volume. If it is desired to listen to more distant 

stations, an antenna 50 to 100 feet long should be connected to the flexible 

lead protruding from rear of the cabinet. Do not use a ground with this receiver. 

If the receiver fails to operate, remove the back plate to see that all 

tubes are pushed down in theft' respective sockets as illustrated in the tube 

layout diagram below. Always disconnect line cord plug before making any ad- 

justments inside of cabinet. 

Sometimes, when operating this receiver in buildings having steel in their 

construction, It will be necessary to use an external antenna to provide 
sufficient volume for satisfactory operation. 

TUBE LAYOUT 

®- 
(:)®0 

® 

0 0 I 12S07 I 

2 
50L6GT 

// 
ALIGN AT 
455 KC 

OUTPUT 
TRANSF. 

SPEAKER 

TUNING 
ON-OFF 
VOLUME 
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MODEL 55 
MODEL 56 

100n u.. 
Vat a *elm 

l SV[AKtR 
Vtuc, 

tot LP 

GMIY 

'J1oM o w 

12 BEG 

I 5T. 

IETRMiS 

110V 

AC - DC. 

12 BA' EluU, 
IZAT6 50H 5 

.02MFD 

1500n IW 

5085 12BL6 

.25MFD 

MODEL 55 IF PEAK 455 KC 

12ßE6 128Ab 12AT6 
ewr, t 

i00MMF 

1.,,VLAKLR 

2,4 i P 

Pt,r 

prt_\ tw/tL1Kr1 
LJ vNlt* l 

15T 2 ND 

I.ETRANS 

.002 MrD 

ALLR[SFSTdtS OM AM..Tt 1Mt111 Sctt.tilC. 

110V 

AC - DC sv zt1 
0. 

Vm. C.1rt. 

.O5 FIFA 

55x.4 

PItOT Uns 

5085 @DL6 

ILEA4 RAT* 

OUT PUT1 
TRANS. 

f5 

OUT PUT 

TRANS. 

MODEL 56 IF PEAK 455 KC 
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12 SA1 

FERGUSON RADIO CORP. 

1aSK1 11,S(41 

.02 
ooas 

MODEL 5X47 
MODEL 7X47 

sot -6 

3 

O 

.02 

FERSUSoN RRD10 1Nc. 

MODEL 17.41 
1 00 ,4) 

,0...1 

.7 

Aux HTR. .tuu. 

111Q1 (2001 1`.2S 

,1 12 5.1 21 l 
!o 

3.2,- 

3,0111.A es. Val.b.s 

1.1 ® IIDv MAC 

e7 

FERCU Sor$ RRDoO INC. 

.Hob1=_ 1_ 5 x41 

w.e 

I- 

3515 

Au. H.c. coww. 
I,y4 111.1 1H111 3.1.6,2, 

1 2 "i\ ---AT- 1 1 L l i l 1 

3515 

.01 

.V.NcK. 
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MODEL L-52 LAUREHK RADIO MFG. CO. 
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NATIONAL ACOUSTIC PRODUCTS 
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LOOP AA'72Ww 

: J 
oIC/LAATOR CWL m <-!0Il0 

TI 

PowLR rwlR 
L.! gat? 

/LAZED PLUG 

/aradyroas 4 iron- U1mLL33 OMEIPK ar AMO. 
rolaOKlW! Ian MKT MIAMI OnRIYMIiI ewe»D. 

J. ALII ColwISCaltiLf Or trar IJOr ASTE 0 AEC r 

lMMUKIr 
NCITIMOfIOCaI ITATIONIaT1R IYENITt W LOC- 

OMEN Mlt N O11NlY MT15NC1MT Md TN eNtTle 
1111111161. NO/ OM1O M/1MCE IS EpMN O WaSN 

NCLIVIN 11111 VIlli NM IST UCTOINOTNY 11111101 MO- 
M MT101M. A NTI1NAIlrWTN11I5. TIIi OTSIN 
MtOM INNI N i55M y0 R 1111/1ET II lI1TI IY1N0LE 
N NIMNIOTOM TIMIOfl W55N Y, NICO111N1N 
0f TN MN O11L Tell WNW* 155K0 N SM 1R N 
11/MINT A tIN 01 NOINE 1N N KEPT WOW Cf MN 
srOTMIMITLL NJECTi a NN Klein CO55ICTIN TO A 

,ITO PIPE Ii1NOT10l NR 111I 0.511[11 SIC Ernie. 
TN SIOIMO 1111 155Ne N OO5t1[0 R TMl TgM Ial Ke- 
n o 1. melts II MN 1I61N Of TN 5M CITO. TIC 
WM COWS WY N I11O Off af7II TN RIS s(aFS/ II 
1K COONSI MWE NCI NM1Y. 

MTNL I 
TIE COMM. MIME TER SI« Of 70. WHIR II TW 

ourPur 
rRANSfORAICR 

L-!Otle 
6SQ7 

001 

MICA 

rr sr 44 PILOT t /NITS 

RtMt 11/155l IM IbOI/ 1MTp INK 111 TIE tlTNlt 
LIFT NMTIOL 'TN MOW MI/ COMM. II TN ITaTIOR 

VIMMOI 
MR KI111EN50 NaNtTIL NM TIE MIME Om. 

MK 1000 011-01105[ TIN IO THE II OT NM MAW NE- 

INF MINTS FOR T[5000.í. TO PIOr0t0 NWT. MKT TN 

NIIIO $105161 1110 TN TWIN »Tel. EN TN NIT 
IIONINTIa. TN 5/01101 /ELECTOR TNT N 11111111 TO 

TIE CNT10 Of ME RMN« 01 TIE Mal u Till NICI TW 

SKIM I0 WMe MIO Tel WANE Mm11110 TITI TM VOL - 
Ml COMM ONT. 

MITICI Mil 
INONANO F I Kill ON TN 1141001K SWIM« fil 7 - 

SKI f,5 TORT PMTICMAS FOIST Of TM CI SCOTT TO TM 

naafi T11M TITa551 CM RI A 117 VOLT LIN. MO 

MTN TIMES TINS R N SMTIOR. 

o 

ÿ 

/we 

or 

!d MCf- M Vw 

L.o 4fO . 

66GT 

!!O -/M. ( 

RADIO RECEIVER 

MODEL 5100 
110-120 VOLTS 50-60 CYCLES 

50 WATTS 

1I[ 1/71MeQOIaTE RIONCY I S TSY LE. Oq1IS 4107 - 
MKT NOOOCE11Af1111MTO NTIICNINNM. NE f,4 
WWI MaN Of ME wl0 II 311-1700 marCltt. 

a/OlEO PLUS I I MUCKED TO TIE PONS COED. 

IWES WY N ROMEO IT III,OTIM a Weil M0- 

« TM IIOTIKINT (R/MCII, STI IF 11It, E1G 1 PI TN POd 
MO 0F Tel P111. IR N CAM SMaIO a Mit OF NEATER 

OePKITY MM 3 MEN N MIC0. IOM.CAPACITT NIES 

WM ai 1 MESE WT It MW. KT COWS g1HCITT TYPII 

N AT IWI Old MON fNONTtTN WRNOT NONO NaaitY 
EMAOI1TOEo WWI TOE SET Ii 110I10 W. 

Tel C1aflIbISMORNOITTREiOW SCNW we ME 

a HIT OF MI FM.? /UT. TIE CI0111S eV /E 150010 
af1E0 FIRST Milli Off Tit MKS We 111N. nit UMW - 
Ill Mn1,11 MRST N MI/EI Si REO AS POISIOLt II 0550 
TORT IT MU WWI TOI Quails NILS T11t LATTIS 11 es - 

11a 115MI. 

1. If a bun becomes evident after the radio has been operating about 30 minutes, and 
is more -nociceable at low set volumes, it is probably due to loose laminations in the 
transformer. 

To oorreet, allow the 1st to warm up for at least one hour, and then tighten the 
two screws which hold the laminations between the power transformer end -caps. 

2. The 4.0 std 460 v electrolytic condenser shown in the circuit diagram has been 
omitted in sane set.. It should be added in ell cases. 

S. In rsosdvers installed in locations where unusual ponditl one in the u power supply 
cause hum, the first filter condenser ears be changed from 6.0 mfd to 16 mfd. 

4. The power transformer ha. grounded shield winding between the primary and secondary. 
The shield winding ground lead is brought. out between the laminations and the end -cap, 
either at the side or the bottom of the transformer. Frequently the ground lead dos 
not sake good contact because the laminations and the end -caps were painted before 
assembly of the traneforamre. Thi. will auee static when the connection sakes and 
breaks, end it also allows the power transformer to conduct more of the paver -line 
Static into the roiver circuit when the shield is not grounded. 

To identify this defect, tune the receiver to a point between etntions and tap 
the power transformer firmly on top and side.. In ungrounded shield will produce noise 
when jarred. 

The mutest and pest way to correct this trouble is to make positive ground of 
the transformer shield winding by soldering another wire to it which may then be 

eoldered to the radio chassis. 

6. Where the radio is used in locations where the line static is unusually bad, one 

or two .06 add 600 v oondensers can be added, installed from both sides of the line to 
the chassis, er from one side of the line to chassis, or directly aarcas the line. 
The method whicch gives beet results will depend upon looal line conditions, and will 
have to be determined by experimentation. If the method which öives best results Si 

not effective when the line cord plug is reversed, be sure the radio owner is made 

aware of this condition and the line cord plug is marked so it osn always be inserted 
with the correct polarity. 
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MODEL 341T SICIVAL ELECTROÑICS, INC. 
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12BE6 

TELETONE RADIO CORP. 

I2BA6 

POWER SUPPLY 
105-125 CDC 

OR 
60 CYCLES A.C. 

1 H -L F4 

3 

SWITCH ig 
VOL. CONTROL 

I2AT6 

sog; IW. 

150+ 1500.- 
IW TR _± 

/220K 
1,7 

MODEL 135,Dynamite 
Series H 

5085 MODEL 138 

Series N 

I 50+ 

470K 

LE 20 150 W.V. 

ECTROLY TIC 

5085 12BA6 12BE6 12476 

MODEL 135 
"DYNAMITE" CHASSIS SERIES "H" 

qd 

- P.M. 
SPEAKER 
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ADMIRAL CORPORATION 

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS 

1. SETTING FOR SIZE OF RECORD 
The size of record for which the record changer is 

set to play is indicated by the position of the size - 
change knob (96) . The record size is stamped on the 
housing (94) of the head assembly. 

To change the setting, slide the size -change knob 
backward or forward to the numeral corresponding to 
the size of records to be played. Slide the knob to "M" 
for manual play. 

If the size -change knob does not slide back freely, 
the setting may be changed by pushing against the 
front of the record clip (83) when it is in the down- 
ward position as shown in Figure 1 

2. STARTING THE RECORD CHANGER 
To load the Record Changer, lift the record clip 

(83) to its upright position and place the records on 
the center post (27) . The bottom record is supported 
by the shoulder of the center post and the push plate 
(79A) . 

Lower the record clip gently, using care not to 
let it snap onto the records or damage may result. 

THE CHANGE CYCLE 
6. DESCRIPTION OF CHANGE CYCLE 

(See Figures 7 and 8) 
If at all possible, we recommend that you carefully 

observe the operation of a changer that is in normal 
operating condition. It is a good idea to rotate the 
turntable by hand and repeat the changing cycle until 
you understand the function of each part. 

The changer operates as follows: The changer 
mechanism is driven during its change cycle by the 
knurled hub of the turntable rotating the rubber -tired 
drive wheel (28) . During normal playing, the drive 
wheel is held in a neutral position as illustrated in 
Fig. 8 so that the indentation prevents the tire from 
contacting the knurled hub. The drive wheel (28) is 
held in this position by the trip lever (63) änd the 
stop stud (65) on the main cam (66) . 

When a record has finished playing and the needle 
has reached the trip point, the arm control lever roller 
(48C, Fig. 7) makes contact with reject link (43A) , 

moving the trip arm (43) which releases trip lever 
(63) . The trip lever spring (62) moves trip lever (63) 
freeing cam stop stud (65) and allows spring (69) to 
pull the main cam clockwise (bottom view) . Since 
the main cam (66) and the drive wheel (28, Fig. 8) 
are on the same shaft, the drive wheel is thus turned 
so its rubber tire is against the knurled hub of the 
turntable. The turntable now rotates the drive wheel 
(28) which in turn rotates the main cam (66) . Roller 
(68) , Fig. 7) riding on the main cam, moves arm 
control slide (52) , and the raised portion (52A) of 
this slide raises arm lift shaft (This shaft is 19 on the 
RC170 and 103 on the RC170A.) which lifts pickup arm 
from the record. Stud (52C) moving with slide (52) 
pushes arm control lever (48A) causing the pickup arm 
to move to the right, clearing the record. The move- 
ment of roller (68) also causes trip lever (63) to re- 
engage in the recess of trip arm (43) . Trip spring (61) 
holds the trip arm (43) and trip lever (63) together. 

Roller (70) also riding against main cam (66) , 

moves push -off arm (71) . This movement is trans- 
mitted through the linkage of 79F, 79D (Fig. 7) to the 

RC 170. RC 1 0 

Turn the Phono -Motor switch (33) to the ON posi- 
tion. Move the switch button to the left (REJECT) 
momentarily and release. The bottom record will drop 
to the turntable and the Record Changer will play 
the entire stack of records automatically. 

3. REJECTING A RECORD 
To reject a record at any time, move the Phono - 

Motor switch button (33) to the left (REJECT) . 

4. STOPPING AND UNLOADING 
It is advisable to stop the Record Changer when 

the Changer mechanism is out of cycle (playing a 
record) . To remove the records, lift the record clip 
to its upright position and move the pickup arm to 
the right so that it clears the records. Lift the records 
straight up by supporting the bottom one. Do not tilt 
or squeeze the records when lifting. 

5. REPLACING CARTRIDGE AND NEEDLE 
Before replacing, see cartridge service data on page 5. 

Remove the old cartridge (3) by getting your finger 
nails or a small screwdriver under it as shown in 
Figure 2 and pull down on the back edge. Press 
new cartridge into place again, making sure to push 
near its back edge where its pins go into the socket. 

push -off plate 79A, Fig. 8. (Note that the record stack 
rests on plate 79A.) The shape of the main cam (66) 
is such that the push -off plate (79A) first moves back, 
allowing the bottom record to drop onto the record 
support plate (79B) . Then the push -off plate (79A) 
slides forward and drops the next record to be played 
but only after the pickup arm has cleared the record 
stack. The little slide in the top end of the center post 
holds back all records other than the bottom one. 

As the main cam continues its rotation, the arm con- 
trol slide (52) moves back following the cam since 
it is kept in contact with it by slide spring (76) . Stud 
(52C) moving with the arm control slide (52) allows 

arm control lever (48A) to move back. The tension 
of the set -down spring (55) moves the arm control 
lever through set -down lever (54B) and roller (48D) . 

This moves the pickup arm to the set -down point for 
the record to be played. This set -down point is gov- 
erned by the set -down adjustment screw (25) for 12 - 
inch records and screw (26) for 10 -inch records. 

When the record changer is set to play 10 -inch 
records, the arm control lever roller (48D) moving 
along the edge of the set -down lever (54B) and on 
reaching the shoulder of the set -down lever, moves this 
lever and the set -down arm (54) until they are stopped 
by the set -down adjustment screw (26) making contact 
with the rear flange of the record changer pan (24) . 

At this, point the pick-up arm is above the starting 
groove and is lowered by the action of the arm control 
slide as explained above. 

When the record changer is set to play 12 -inch rec- 
ords, the size change link (75) removes the tension 
from the change link spring (74) allowing the set - 
down arm (54) to move so that the set -down adjust- 
ment screw (25) makes contact with the rear flange, 
instead of screw (26) . This movement of the set -down 
arm is caused by spring (55) when the arm is in its 
change cycle. This changes the set -down of the pick-up 
arm for 12 -inch records. 

While the needle is held in position above the start- 
ing groove, the safety arm (52B) pushes stud (54A) 
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RCD.CH. PAGE 16-2 ADMIRAL 
YODEL RC 170, RC 170 . ADMIRAL CORPORATION 

IMPORTANT 
These two models are very similar. The differences are illustrated in Figures 3 and 4 
To be certain which model changer you are servicing, look for the changer model number which appears on the underside of the changer mechanism. 

RECORD SUPPORT HOUSING 

94 

SIZE CHANGE KNOB 

es 

PAN BASE 

100 

BUSHING ad 
SPEED NUT 

101-102 

HOUSING SLIDE 

NO 

RECORD CHANGER PAN 

24 
TRIM 

98 
TURNTABLE 

21 

RECORD CLIP 

83 

CENTERPOST 

27 

PRONO -MOTOR AND 

REJECT SWITCH 

33 

Figure 1. Record Changer, Top View 

ARM SUPPORT BRACKET 

BRACKET SCREWS 

12 -13 

and 

LOCK SPRING 16 

PICKUP ARM 
SUPPORT ASSEMBLY 

17 

ARM LIFT SHAFT 
f9A 

Figure 3. Pickup Arm Hinge Assembly for RC170 

Figures 3 and 4 show major differences be- 
tween models RC170 and RC170A. In addition, 
differences occur in parts carrying reference 
numbers 49, 50 and 52 (see parts list). 

PICKUP ARM 
PIVOT ASSEMBLY -- 

105 

LIFT PLATE AND RO'. 
109 

Figure 4. Pickup Arm Hinge Assembly for RC170A 

SPACER SPRING 

80 

RECORD CLIP 
83 

RECORD SUPPORT PLATE 

798 

PUSH PLATE 
79A 

SIZE CHANGE SPRING 
79G 

RECORD CLIP SPRING 

82 

85 

KNOB SUPPORT 
79C 

RECORD CLIP SPRING 

82 

Figure 5. Head Assembly 

HEAD 

ASSEMBLY 
79 
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ADMIRAL CORPORATION ]DD$L RC 170, RC 170 A. 

releasing the pickup arm so that it has a tree sideward 
movement to follow the record groove. About one 
revolution of the turntable after the releasing of the 
pickup arm, the arm is lowered by the downward 
movement of arm lift shaft (19) . 

TOOLS REQUIRED 

When the reject is used, the movement of the reject 
knob (33) forces stud (39A) against the reject link 
(43A) moving trip arm (43) which releases trip lever 
(63) and the cycle of record change proceeds in the 

same manner as for automatic changing. 

ADJUSTMENTS 
No. 8 Allen Set Screw Wrench (Part No. P-5823. Ust price $0.10) 
3/15 inch Open End Wrench (Part No. P-3807. Net price $0.39) 

7. ADJUSTMENT OF SET -DOWN POINT 
(See Figures 1 and 8) 

Adjustments for 10 -inch records are made by the 
screw (26) which can be seen through the right hand 
slot at the top rear of the record changer. Turning this 
screw in moves the set -down point of the pickup arm 
closer to the center post and turning the screw out 
moves it further away. The proper set -down point is 
between 45/8" and 41%6" from the needle to the near 
side of the center post. 

Adjust the 12 -inch set -down with screw (25) , Fig. 8. 
Turning screw (25) in (as seen through the left hand 
slot) moves the set -down point for 12 -inch records 
further from the center post and turning the screw out 
moves it closer to the center post. The proper set -down 
point is between 55/8" and 511/18" from the needle to 
the near side of the center post. 

If either adjusting screw has reached the end of its 
travel so that it is not possible to get a proper setdown, 
it will be necessary to re -set the assembly (17) or (105) 
as follows: 

7A. SETTING PICKUP ARM SUPPORT ASSEMBLY 
(17) IN RC170 OR (105) IN RC170A 

(a) Set adjusting screws (25) and (26) half -way in. 
(b) With the set screws (18) loose, move the pickup 

arm so that the pickup arm cap (2) rests against 
the top portion (above the shelf) of center post. 

(c) Holding the pickup arm in this position, move 
the arm control lever (48B) so that it is %4" 
from the rear flange of the pan (24) ; always 
keep this spacing less than 1/ 6" but more than 
%2" (between .04 and ;06" is correct) . 

(d) Press the arm control lever assembly (48) up 
into the pickup arm base (20) . Press the pickup 
arm support assembly (17) or (105) down 
against the pickup arm base (20) , leaving a 
.006 to .008 inch clearance between them. This 
clearance is necessary to prevent binding. The 
spring washer (part number 405A27) should be 
slightly compressed between the top of the 
pickup arm base and thè bottom of the collar. 
Tighten the two set screws (18) . 

Make final set -down adjustments with adjust- 
ment screws (25) and (26) . (See page 2) 

8. ADJUSTMENT OF PICKUP POINT (See Fig. 7) 
The pick-up or tripping point adjustment is made 

by screw (45) . Turning the screw in brings the pick-up 
point closer to the center post and turning the screw 
out moves it further away. The proper pick-up point 
is between 11%6" and 13/4" from the needle to the 
near edge of the center post. 

On the late production of the record changer used 
with the console radios, a hole has been made in the 
bottom cover so that this adjustment can be made 
without removing the bottom cover from the changer. 
As the table models do not use the bottom cover, this 
adjustment is easily made. 

(e) 

(f) 

In adjusting the pick-up point it will be found that 
an occasional record does not have the groove run in 
far enough so that the pick-up arm will be carried 
close enough to the center post to actuate the reject 
link. If adjustments are made to accommodate these 
few records, it will be found that the changer starts 
its change cycle with some normal records before they 
are finished playing. In adjusting for this type com- 
plaint, it is wise to let the customer decide for which 
side the adjustment should be made. 

9. ADJUSTMENT OF PICKUP ARM HEIGHT 
(See Figures 3 and 4) 

Before adjusting arm height, be sure needle is prop- 
erly adjusted (see paragraph 18) . 

With the record changer out of cycle and the pick-up 
arm clear of the turntable, adjust screw (This adjust- 
ment screw is 15 on the RC170 and 106 on the 
RC170A.) so that the tone arm needle is approxi- 
mately 1/8" above the top of the pan. Turning the 
screw in raises the arm and turning it out lowers 
the arm. 

The model RC170 also has an adjustment screw 
(19C) to adjust the maximum height that the pickup 

arm should reach. The maximum height of the pick-up 
arm during the change i:vie should be from 1%" and 
11/2" between the needle and turntable. After making 
this adjustment tighten locking nut (19B) and again 
check the adjustment. 

10. ADJUSTING DISTANCE BETWEEN HEAD ASSEM- 
BLY (79) AND CENTERPOSt (See Figs. 7, 8) 

Do not bend the centerpost to make this adjustment; 
adjust as described below. 

The adjustment of the head assembly (79) is made 
by loosening the three screws. 85. (underneath the 
changer) and moving the assembly closer or further 
away from the center post as the case may be. The 
head assembly is in proper relationship to the center 
post when it is set with a dimension of 41/8" from the 
front edge of the record support plate (79B, Fig. 8) to 
the rear of the center post (side nearest the record 
support plate) and at a point on the center post of the 
same height as the record support plate. This dimension 
is taken with the changer set to play 10 -inch records. 

After adjusting, check as follows: 
(a) Place a 10 -inch record (with a true center hole) 

on the centerpost to a point in line with the 
record support plate (79B) . Holding the rec- 
ord horizontal and exerting force on it toward 
the head assembly, the record should just clear 
the record support plate (79B) . Exerting force 
away from the head assembly should give a 
small gap between the record support plate 
(79B) and the record. Repeat with a 1 2 -inch 
record. 

(b) Load the changer with a stack of records; push 
record stack toward head assembly. Start the 
changer mechanism, and check push -off for 
several 10 -inch records. Repeat for 12 -inch 
records. 
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CARTRIDGE 

NEEDLE 

Figure 2. Removing Cartridge by Pulling Down on 
Back Edge 

Figure 7. Bottom View of Record Changer 

BASIC CIRCUIT 
NEW ADMIRAL CARTRIDGE 

RADIO 
CC AUDIO CC 

AMPL- 

RADIO ---- 1 

TO B+ 

SEE- SCHEMATIC FOR EXACT CONNECTIONS ON INDIVIDUAL MODELS 

Figure 6. Basic Circuit for New Admiral Cartridge 

o 
® m o 

0 o 
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ADMIRAL CORPORATION MODEL RC 170, RC 170 A. 

Reference numbers 12, 14, 17, and 19 
apply to RC 170 only; see Figs. 3 and 4 and 
note marked 'f In parts list. 

Figure 8. Top View of Record Changer 
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DIEL RC 170, RC 170 A. ADMIRAL CORPORATION 

SERVICE PARTS LIST FOR RC170 & 170A RECORD CHANGER 
Ref. Pert 
No. Number 

1 G400Á177 
2 403816-1 
3 41372 
4 G400Á198 
5 401A152 
6 20-312-C2-6 
7 2A1-1-6 
8 401A115 
9 20-312-C2-6 

10 414A17 
11 414.417-1 
12 ;4014134 
13 65-250-C2-39 
14 1-G4004165 

15 t65 -625-C2-47 

16 í405A70 

17 íG400Á168 
18 1443-14 

19 íG4004172 

19A 

198 
19C 

20 G4004173 
21 G4004167 
22 412A1 
23 41542 
24 G4004195 
23 402487 
26 402487 
27 G400B137.1 
28 G4004179 
29 406A13 
30 G4004149-1 
31 405454 
32 402476 
33 403A23 
33A 405480 

40783-2 
34 or 40781-2 

*40784-2 

344 401448 

35 

36 

37 

38 
39 
39A 
40 
41 

42 
43 

43A 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
48A 
4.913 

48C 
480 
48E 

49 

50 

51 

52 

405432 

G400Á23 

1 G400Á57 
405415 

( 405414 
1 405A67 

401 A106 
G400Á162 

405478 
405422 
405477 
G4004181 

405A78 
402496 
481-3437 
405A76 
G4004175 

( 4014143 
401,4143-1 

1402A85-1 
1 402A85-2 

C2 -1000-C2-39 
I G400Á159 
G4004159-1 

Description 

Pickup Arm Costing Only (painted) 
Pickup Arm Cap (clear plastic) 
Cartridge and Needle 
Cartridge Holder (socket with contacts) 
Plate (For mounting cartridge holder to pickup arm) 
Screw =2-56x5/16" R.H.M.S. (4 required) 
Nut =2-56 (4 required) 
Cap Clamp 
Screw for Cap Clamp X2-56x3/e" R.H.M.S. 

Pickup Arm Wire Clip (.359"x.047"; 3 required) 
Pickup Arm Wire Clip (.506"x.047"; 1 required) 
Arm Support Bracket (see note 7) 

Arm Support Bracket Screw r6 -32x1/4" B.H.M.S. 
Pickup Arm Hinge Plate (see note t) 
Pickup Arm Adjustment Screw : 6-32x5/8" (see 

note t) 
Lock Spring for Pickup Arm Adjustment Screw (see 

note t) 
Pickup Arm Support Assembly (see note t) 
Allen Set Screw r8 -32x3.16" Cone Point (2 re- 

quired) 
Arm Lift Shaft (includes screw and lock nut) (see 

note t) 
Arm Lift Shaft 
Nut =6-32 
Screw =6-32x3/8" Fil. H.M.S. 

Pickup Arm Base 

Turntable 
Cork Washer (2 required) 
Thrust Bearing Assembly (replace as unit) 
Record Changer Pan with Studs ond Welded Ports 

Set Down Adjustment Screw 
Set Down Adjustment Screw 
Center Post (includes 405A62 speed nut) 
Drive Wheel (includes tire) 
Drive Wheel Tire Only 
Drive Wheel Support Assembly 
Drive Wheel Spring 
Spring Stud 
Reject Knob 
Reject Knob Retaining Spring 
Motor with Idler Wheel and fasteners; 105-125 V, 

60 Cycle 
with ith Idler Wheel and fasteners; 105-125 V, 

50 Cycle 
Drive Pulley (Port of 34. For motors 40783, 407134. 

In addition, motor 40784 includes a coil spring, 
part number 405432.) 

50 Cycle Conversion Spring (this spring used to 
convert 40783 motor) 

Idler Wheel Assembly (used with either 40783 or 
40784 motor) 

Idler Wheel Assembly (for 40761 motor) 
Hairpin Spring for Idler Wheel 
Spring, Idler Wheel (for 40783 or 40784 motor) 
Spring, Idler Wheel (for 40781 motor) 
Shakeproof Motor Fastener 
Switch and Lever (ON -OFF -REJECT) 

Spring Stud (Port of 39) 

Hairpin Spring 
Spring Washer 
Switch Lever Spring 
Trip Arm Assembly 
Reject Link (part of 43) 

Hairpin Spring 
Trip Adjustment Screw 
Washer (2 required) 
Adjustment Lock Spring 
Arm Control Lever Assembly 
Arm Control Lever i 
Arm Control Lever I 

Arm Control Lever Roller Part of 48 
Arm Control Lever Roller 
Pickup Arm Shaft 
Slide Support (RC170 only) 
Slide Support (RC170A only) 
Slide Spacer (RC170 only; See Note C) 
Slide Spacer (RC170A only) 
Spacer Screw =.6-32x1" FT. H.M.S. (2 required) 
Arm Control Slide Assembly (RC170 only) 
Arm Control Slide Assembly (RC170A only) 

'407E3.2 and 40784-2 are the same as 407B3 and 40784 respectively 
except that 3 =401A10ó fasteners ore included. 

"40781-2 is the some as =40781 except that three spacer washers and 
three -4014106 fasteners are included. 

t Parts marked t are e used in the RC170 only. See Figure 3. See Ref. 
numbers 103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 108 for RC170A parts. 

,t Parts marked if are used in the RC170A only. See Figure 4. See Ref. 
numbers 12, 14, 15, 16, 17, 19 for RC170 parts. 

Ref. 
No. 

52A 

528 
52C 
53 

54 

54A 
546 
55 

56 

57 

58 
59 

60 

61 

62 

63 

64 

65 

66 
67 

100 

100A 
101 

102 

103 

104 

105 

106 

G400Á163 
85-375-C2-39 

68 415A9 
69 405A79 
70 415A9 
71 G4004154-1 
72 402A97 
73 405A78 
74 405A54 
75 4014159 
76 405A60 
77 8848-1 

( G400Á196 
78 ( 

1 G400Á203 

79 G4004186-1 

79A 
798 
79C 
79D 
79E 
79F 
79G 
80 
82 
83 

84 
85 
86 
87 

88 
89 

90 

92 

93 

94 

95 403815 
96 403A20 
97 402A81 
98 443-312-C2-34 
99 403A24 

G4004143 
41347 
27424 
2A 10-10-59 

t¡G400Á201 
ií401 A162 
ttG400A200 
¡i402Á104 

( 98A19 
88A8-5 
G4004197 

Part 
Number 

Description 

Inclined (raised) Portion - of Arm Control Slide 
(part of 52) 

Safety Arm (part of 52) 

Stud (port of 52) 

405A58 Relief Spring 
G4004152 Set Down Arm Assembly 

Stud (part of 54) 

Set Down Lever (part of 54) 

405A56 Set Down Spring 
405A44 Lock Spring 
405A44 Lock Spring 
405A22 Spring Washer 
405A78 Hairpin Spring 
1A80-5 Mounting Screws 
405A68 Trip Spring 
405475 Trip Lever Spring 
401A153-1 Trip Lever (includes shoulder rivet =64) 
402A97 Shoulder Rivet (See Note A) 

Cam Stop Stud (part of 66) 
Main Cam 
Main Cam Screw =8-32x3/e" B.H.M.S. 
Roller 
Push Off Arm Spring 
Roller 
Push Off Arm (includes 2 shoulder rivets, =72) 
Shoulder Rivet 
Hairpin Spring 
Change Link Spring 
Size Change Link 
Slide Spring 
Motor Plug (male) 
Rubber Mounting Grommet and 401A106 fastener 

(for 407B3-2 and 407134-2 motor) (3 required) 
Rubber Mounting Grommet, spacer, and fastener 

(for 40781-2 motor) 
Head Assembly (includes 79A to 79G; does not in- 

clude =80, 82 or o3) 
Push Plate 
Record Support Plate 
Knob Support 
Push Off Lever 'i Part of 79 

405A69 Siee Change Lever Spring 
Push Off Link (See Note B 

403A57 Size Change Spring 
405A74 Spacer Spring 
405A73 Record Clip Spring 
G4004190 Record Clip (does not include =405473, 405A74 

springs or 406A16 rubber bumpers) 
406A16 Rubber Bumpers for Record Clip 
62-375-C2-39 Screw #6-32x%" Fil. H.M.S. (3 required) 
62-375-C2-39 Screw .:6-32x3/e" Fil. H.M.S. (3 required) 
G4004146-1 Center Post Bracket Assembly (includes 1-=405A-62 

speed nut) 
405462 Speed Nut for Fastening Center Post 

See Radio Service Manual for Proper Cable and 
Part Number 

Plug, 3 contact 
Plug, 4 contact 
Mounting Screw (for mounting bottom cover to 

pan) 
19410-3 Mounting Spring (for mounting bottom cover to 

pan) 
403C14 Record Support Housing Plastic (does not include 

#95) 
Housing Slide, Elastic 
Size Change Knob (2 required) 
Knob Spacer 
Screw (size change knob) _4-40x5.16" Philips 
Trim 
Bottom Cover (consoles only) 
Grommet (1") for bottom cover 
Bushing in Bottom Cover (consoles only; 4 required) 
Speed Nut for Bushing (consoles only) (4 required) 
Lift Plate and Rod (See Note ht) 
Arm Support Bracket (See Note tt) 
Arm Pivot Assembly (See Note lt) 
Lift Adjusting Screw, ¡6-32x3/s" cop screw (See 

Note -t) 
107 íí405A81 '.ock Spring (See Note tt) 
108 i7414418 Pickup Arm Pivot (See Note tt) 
109 405A27 Washer, spring 
NOTE A: The rivet (64) has been replaced on the late RC170 and all of 
the RC170A by a stud the same as spring stud =32. A spring washer (41) 
and a hairpin spring (40) is used to hold the trip lever 163) in place. The 
trip lever (63) remains the same in either case. 
NOTE B: Three different type push off links (79F) have been used. The 
one shown in figure 7 is the latest but is now installed with its offset 
to the r r of the changer.In other words it is turned over on its axis 
180'. This latest type can be used on all earlier changers. 
NOTE C: The model RC170 uses two different type spacers (50). However, 
402485-1 con be used to replace either type. In re -assembling be sure 
that the spacer with the cut down section is used near the spring mounting 
bushing (front). 
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If the setting of the head assembly does not give 
proper push -off for both 10 -inch and 12 -inch records, 
vary thé spacing slightly and re -check. 

It should be noted that the records do not rest on 
the record support plate (79B) during normal play- 
ing of the changer; but rest on top of the push off plate 

(79A) . During record change the push off moves back 
and allows the records to drop to the record support 
plate (79B) . The push off plate now moves forward 
pushing the bottom record off. The remaining records 
are being supported by the push off plate itself. This 
is done to reduce any tendency for two records to drop 
to the turntable at the same time. 

SERVICE AND REPAIR 
CAUTION 

See that the rubber tires on both the drive wheel (28) and the idler wheel (35) are kept 
clean and free from oil, grease, dirt, or any foreign material. Carbons or carbon tetrachloride 
may be used for cleaning these parts. 
11. REMOVING PLASTIC HOUSING FROM HEAD 

ASSEMBLY (See Figures 1 and 7) 
The housing (94) of the head assembly can be taken 

off by removing the two size change knobs (96) and 
the three screws (86) . With the record clip (83) in 
the down position, the housing can be lifted from the 
assembly. The housing slide (95) will drop out as the housing is removed. 

12. REPLACING A PICKUP ARM BASE 
(See Figures 3, 4 and 7) 

When installing a pick-up arm base (20) and before tightening the two screws (51) , exert pressure on the 
base towards the front of the changer and at the same 
time rotate it in a clockwise (bottom view) direction. 
Tighten the screws while holding the base in this 
position. If this is not done properly, the arm control slide (52) may bind between the two slide spacers (50) . 

After replacing the pickup arm base, re -set the pickup arm support assembly as in paragraph 7A. 

13. REPLACING SIZE CHANGE SPRING 
(See Figure 5) 

Whenever it is necessary to remove or replace the 
size change spring (79G) care must be taken to re- install it in its proper position. See Figure 5 for its mounting position. 

14. REPLACING HEAD ASSEMBLY 
Remove the assembly housing as explained in 

No. 11. Release the push -off link (79F) from the 
push -off arm (71) by removing the hairpin clip (73) 
and washer. Remove three screws and washers (85) 
and the assembly is free from the pan. 

When re -installing the head assembly, replace the 
three screws and washers but do not tighten them. 
Reconnect the push -off link and arm. Adjust the head 
assembly as explained in paragraph 10. 

15. REMOVING TURNTABLE AND 
BEARING ASSEMBLY 

To remove the turntable it is only necessary to grasp the table by its edges and lift up. Before replacing 
the turntable, make sure that the recessed part of the drive wheel (28) is towards the centerpost. 
If necessary, turn drive wheel counter clockwise about a turn so it locks in this position. The pickup 
arm should be positioned away from the turntable to avoid the possibility of accidentally tripping the changer mechanism. In replacing the turntable force 

is not needed to seat it. Make sure, however, that the 
drive wheel of the motor has been pushed in towards 
the centerpost and that the wheel is making contact 
with the inner side of the turntable flange. In some 
cases it may be found that the two cork washers, after 
considerable use, are compressed so the turntable will 
rub. To build the stack up, an extra cork washer 
should be used. This third cork washer may be placed 
at the top or bottom of the stack. 

The washers (22) and thrust bearing assembly (23) 
are removed by sliding them off of the centerpost. In 
replacing, have them in the order shown in Figure 8. 

16. REMOVING BOTTOM COVER (100) 
To remove the bottom cover (100) from the record 

changer, remove the two rear screws (92) through the 
bottom. Then press on the front edge of the bottom 
cover; this frees the changer from the slotted mount- 
ing brackets at the . front of the bottom cover. To 
replace bottom cover, reverse above operations. 

The changer must float on the springs (93) to pre- 
vent microphonic feedback, thus the springs (93) 
must be re -installed properly. The wider end fits 
around and hugs the extrusion in the mounting 
brackets in the bottom cover. The narrow end of the 
spring fits over the threaded bushing on the changer 
pan (24) . In some changers it has been necessary to 
add spacer washers beneath the narrow portion of the 
spring (93) to assure "free floating" of the changer. 

17. MOUNTING 40781 MOTOR TO CHANGER 
The model 407B1 motor may be used with this 

record changer but it is necessary that a fibre or felt 
washer be used as a spacer between the motor mount- 
ing grommet and the changer pan. The No. 401A106 
shakeproof motor fastener can be used to then mount 
the motor. 

18. CARTRIDGE (See Figure 6) 
The new Admiral pick-up cartridge uses an entirely 

new principle since it is not a crystal, magnetic, or 
capacitive device. The pick-up element is made of 
special rubber which is a high resistance electrical 
conductor (R-1 & R-2) . The resistance varies as the 
length of the rubber is changed. A Monel metal 
needle, osmium tipped, is clamped to the center of the 
resistive rubber as shown at B. As the needle moves 
back and forth in the record groove, it alternately 
lengthens the rubber on one side and shortens the 
rubber on the other side. 

A DC voltage is applied at A. The voltage drop 
from B to C varies as the resistance changes due to the 
"back and forth" movement of the needle. The vary- 
ing voltage drop is in reality an alternating voltage 
of audio frequency. This voltage is applied through 
the coupling condenser (Cc) to the grid (G) of the 
audio amplifier tube. 

Trouble Shooting: If you suspect the cartridge or 
needle and have a replacement cartridge available, the 
quickest test is to try the other cartridge. This is very 
simple since the Admiral cartridge plugs in. Remove 
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the old cartridge as aescrloeu on page 1 ana plug in 
the replacement cartridge. If replacing cartridge does 
not correct the trouble or if no replacement is avail- 
able, proceed as follows: 

1. Make sure radio operates satisfactorily on radio 
stations. 

2. Turn switch to Phono and turn volume control 
up high. Touch the needle with finger. If a loud 
hum is heard, circuit from 1 to G is not open 
or shorted. If hum is not heard, check circuit 

-from B to G. 

3. If hum is heard, check voltage across outer 
terminals on bottom of cartridge. Generally it 
should measure from 80 to 100 volts DC. See 
circuit diagram for individual chassis. If voltage 
is correct, cartridge should be replaced. 

4. If voltage is not correct, check circuit for fault. 
In case of distortion, check coupling condensers. 

5. If the needle is bent, it can be straightened by 
bending it down so that it projects 1/16" from 
cartridge. It should then be pressed back several 
times with a flat object. 

Do not attempt to repair cartridges or remove the 
cap on the cartridge assembly as this will void the 
warranty. 
19. LUBRICATION 

Under normal operating conditions, the motor 

should never require oiling. The rest of the changer, 
however, should be lubricated with grease whenever it 
comes into the shop for repairs or adjustment. A good 
gtàde automobile chassis grease may be used for this 
purpose. 

The oilite bearings, used in the turntable hub and 
pick-up arm base, may be lubricated with SAE No. 20 
motor oil. 

Care should be taken to prevent any of the lubricant 
from coming into contact with the drive or idler wheel 
tires. Also be careful, when using oil, that an excess 
does not seep into the felt of the turntable. 

Use grease sparingly on stud (64) of trip lever 
(63); excessive lubricant may cause suction bind- 
ing and subsequent failure of the trip mechanism. 

20. REPLACEMENT PARTS 
In some cases replacement parts from the factory 

may be a different type than those being replaced. 
These parts will be of a later production but may be 
used as replacement parts. In cases where rivets or 
adapting parts are needed, they will be included with 
the replacement part. 

Note that when replacements involve loosening or 
removing set screws (18) in assemblies (17) or (105) , 

it will be necessary to re -set the assembly as described 
in paragraph 7A. 
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OPERATING AND SERVICE INSTRUCTIONS FOR 

RECORD CHANGER 
MODEL 46-A 

General Specifications 

MOTOR VOLTAGE -115 Volts -60 -cycles A.C. (DO NOT USE D.C.) 

MAXIMUM NUMBER OF RECORDS PLAYED AUTOMATICALLY: 
Fourteen (14) 10" records 
Twelve (12) 12" records 

TURNTABLE SPEED - - - 78 to 80 R.P.M. 

CAUTION 
Twelve only 12" or fourteen 10" records may be 

played, DO NOT INTERMIX 12" and 10" records. 

DO NOT CHANGE CAP playing position unless 
Changer is out of cycle. 

DO NOT USE FORCE at any time to either start 
or stop the Changer mechanism. 

DO NOT LEAVE RECORDS ON SUPPORTS when 
Changer is not in use as this will cause the records 
to warp and hinder the efficiency of the Changer. 

For more enjoyable listening and operating per- 
formance, always keep records in albums. 

F/6UQf I 

If a record does not have the 
play the next record. 

With normal use, the needle should not require replacement. DO NOT DROP the needle or damage its precision 
point. DO NOT REMOVE and then replace the same needle. Make certain that the needle is securely held in cart- 
ridge case. 

eccentric inside groove, 

The last record in the stack will keep repeating 
until the Changer is stopped. 

DO NOT OPERATE the Changer on D.C. Current. 

Make certain that the center post slide cap is 
down before loading. 

it will be necessary to use the REJECT PUSH BUTTON to 

LOADING 

The,plastic cap can be moved either fòrward or backward, from the 10 -inch to 12 -inch position, or from the 12 -inch 
to the 10 -inch position. 

The records are placed over the center post, resting on the ledge in the center and on the cap ledge on the out- 
side edge. 

Snap pressure clamp down on top record stack. 
To place Changer in either 10" or 12" playing position, use the following procedures: 

For 10" playing position, lift up the cap at an angle and push the cap forward until the maximum forward mo- 
tion is reached, then release cap to allow it to fall into place. The Changer is now ready to play 10" records. 
For 12" playing position, lift up the cap at an angle and pull backwards until the maximum backward position 
is reached, then release cap to allow it to fall into place. The Changer is now ready to play 12" records. 
NOTE: The 10" cap position is always in the maximum FORWARD position, and the 12" cap position is 
always`in the maximum BACKWARD position. 
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FIGURE , 

STARTING 
Press down on the push button marked "ON." 

After the turntable has attained speed, press down 
on the push button marked "REJ." Hold finger pres- 
sure for a few seconds and then release. 

The bottom record will fall on the turntable and 
the Changer will automatically play through the 
entire stack of records. 

REJECTING 
Press down on the push button marked "REJ." 

Hold finger pressure for a few seconds and release. 
A record may be rejected at any time during playing 
by this simple operation. 

UNLOADING 
Press down on the push button marked "OFF." 

Set the tone arm on the tone arm rest post. Set the 
record pressure clamp in an upright position. The 
played records may now be easily removed by lift- 
ing the entire stack of records upward and in a hori- 
zontal plane. 

OPERATING CYCLE 
1-Records are placed on offset portion of center 

post. Tone arm plays through the first record and 
follows on to the eccentric groove. When needle 
feeds into a position of 1 i l inches away from center 
post, the trip which is attached to tone arm link (16) 
engages and moves pawl lever (23). Clutch arm 
which is attached to pinion. gear is now released 
thus engaging turntable clutch. Changing mechan- 
ism is now powered. 

2-Lift lever roller (73) travels over lift lever (17) raising tone arm off record. 

3-End of elongated slot in main slide (21) engages stud (58) on tone arm link (16). The backward motion causes 
the tone arm to swing clear, allowing record to drop. 

4-Push-off stud (68) on slide plate (10) engages push -off arm (10) which in turn retards record cap (89). Record 
drops from upper shelf to lower shelf. At this point the slide reverses its motion. 

5-Stud (68) on slide plate (10) reverses its motion 
thereby causing record cap to advance. This action 
pushes the record forward, allowing it to drop off 
spindle shelf. 

6-Spring on return slide (113) engages stud (58) 
on tone arm link (16). It then moves forward until 
the stud engages position stop (8) in either 10" or 
12" position. 

7-Tone arm is now in set down position and is 
allowed to rest on record when lift lever roller (73) 
is disengaged from lift lever (17). 

8-Tone arm is now resting on record and re- 
mains locked for the next half turn. 

9-Roller (70) on bottom of large gear (18) pushes 
position stop (8) until it is clear of stud (58) on tone 
arm link (16). 

10-Pawl lever (23) engages clutch arm thus cut- 
ting off power for changing mechanism. Changer 
will now proceed through playing cycle. 

OPERATION OF PUSH -OFF HEAD 

When record cap (89) is in 12" position the push - 
off lever (9) is in the forward hole. The 12"-10" lever 
(11) is free. When record cap (89) is in 10" position 
the push -off lever (9) is in the rear hole and the 12"- 
10" lever (11) is pushed forward. This in turn pulls 

CD MINI i 
i 

O 00®0 CDmm® 
FIGURE 3 
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the position stop (8) into the 10" position through the 
action of the connecting link (16). 

OPERATION OF REJECT LEVER 
When reject button (82) is pushed down it moves 

reject arm (32) through the action of connecting link 
(100). The reject arm (32) engages tab on bottom of 
pawl lever ((23) thereby engaging the clutch. 

TONE ARM ADJUSTMENT 
(Vertical) 

Tighten screw (77) clockwise to raise tone arm. 
Counter -clockwise to lower. 

(Horizontal) 
Operate mechanism by hand, through change 

cycle, until tone arm rests on turntable. For slight 
adjustment-turn screw in hole in rear of tone arm 
clockwise for outward adjustment, counter -clockwise 
for inward adjustment. For greater adjustment turn 
hexagon head screw. Place in proper position for 
set down and tighten screw. 

ADJUSTMENT OF PUSH -OFF HEAD 
Be sure center post (45) has not been bent. It 

should be at right angles to turntable before proceed- 
ing with adjustment. To adjust, loosen three screws 
holding base (87) to base plate (11). Place 10'' rec- 
ord on center post (45) so that it rests on shoulder of 
record cap (89). Be sure the hole in record is direct- 
ly on top of center post (45). With edge of record 

resting on top shelf, move base (87) back or forward until edge of record has 1/32" clearance from back edge of top 
step. When proper adjustment is made tighten screws in base (87), being certain position is not changed. 

Figure 4 

CLUTCH 
A2M 

BRASS 
RIVET 
ROTATE 

ASSEMBLY I 
THIS DIRECTION 

PINION SEAR 
ASSEM. 

; r2/P 
LEVER" 

IN CLEARANCE 
CHECK POSITION 

FIG. 5 

TIMING OF GEARS AND CLUTCH ADJUSTMENT 
TO ADJUST REMOVE TURNTABLE 

1 --Normal position of large gear, while in play- 
ing cycle should be with roller (60) centered in slot 
at end of slide plate (21). In this position the gear . 

will snap into the index position. (As shown in 
Figure 1), and clutch will be disengaged. 

2-The small pinion gear is indexed correctly 
when the turntable shaft and clutch assembly is 
rotated in a counter clockwise direction, with clutch 
engaged. The end of the clutch arm will be in line 
with the edge of the trip lever as shown in Figure 5. 

3-If pinion gear has been removed from changer 
proceed as follows. Place large gear in index posi- 
tion. Insert pinion gear with brass rivet opposite 
trip lever as shown in Figure 6. Clutch arm will be 
resting on trip lever. If properly timed you will be 
able to spin turntable and clutch assembly freely. 
If motion is not free remove assembly and rotate 
pinion gear one tooth (clockwise direction). 

4-For a finer adjustment bend end of trip lever 
forward or backward. Clutch arm should have 
smallest clearance possible between turntable and 
clutch assembly. 

CLUTCH 
ARM 

MUST 
BE IN LINE 

F/G6 

¡ 
T,e/p 

LEVE/2 
i 

IN 
PLAYING 

POSITION 
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IF CHANGER FAILS TO REJECT OR PUSH RECORD PROPERLY 
1-Be sure tone arm shaft has .005 to .010 end play. 
2-Be certain trip lever is properly adjusted on tone arm link (16). Move trip lever forward or backward and 

tighten locking screws. 
3-See that there is no excess play in tope arm linkage. 

Also be sure needle is fastened securely in cartridge and cartridge is fastened securely to tone arm. 
If tone arm sets down in 12" position regardless of cap setting, shorten 10"-12" link (105) by bending. 
If tone arm has erratic motion when setting down check to determine if tone arm bracket is free from index washer 

(33) and that it returns to normal position without end play. If this condition exists free bracket from tone arm lever 
(34). USE FINE. OIL and adjust spring to take out side play. 

TO PREVENT BINDING OF CHANGER 
Remove turntable by removing three screws on top. Revolve turntable hub and clutch by hand. If binding 

occurs look for bent pants or heavy burrs. If burrs are found remove them with a smooth file. Be certain stud (58) 
has 1/32" to 1/16" clearance from push -off arm (10). 

If it does not have this clearance bend backward to obtain correct dimension. Be sure the four rollers (64) are free. 

LUBRICATION 
Use fine oil sparingly on rollers and other moving parts. 
Use light cup grease on bottom of turn table thrust bearing. Remove excess grease from lame gear (on cam side). 
DO NOT UNDER ANY CIRCUMSTANCES OIL MOTOR. Keep turntable and idler wheels free from oil. If oil 

should get on any of these parts be sure to remove it. 
The turntable bearing and center shaft hub are self-lubricating and therefore require no oil. 

Grounded side of pick up cartridge is terminal nearest the tone arm. 
A.C. connections (85) will fit Allen -502 or EBY-624 plug or equivalent. 

INDEX 
NO. DESCRIPTION 

PART 
NO. 

INDEX 
NO. 

PARTS LIST 
DESCRIPTION 

PART 
NO. 

INDEX 
NO. DESCRIPTION 

PART 
NO. 

1 Base 1200 52 Push Off Lever Rod 2213 Turntable (only) 3224 
2 Lift Pivot Bracket 1201 53 Pick Up Pivot Stud 2215 100 Link-Reject 4201 
3 Switch Mounting Bracket 1202 54 Lift Rod 2216 101 Reject Spring 4202 
4 Switch Lever 1203 55 Tone Arm Shaft 2217 102 Pawl Spring 4203 
5 Push Button Bracket 1204 56 Tone Arm Shaft Hub 2218 103 10"-12" Position Spring 4204 
6 Center Post Cap 1205 57 Tone Arm Shoulder Bushing 2219 104 Push Off Link 4205 
8 Position Stop 1207 58 Tone Arm Link Stud 2220 105 10"-12" Link 4206 
9 Push Off Lever 1208 59 Gear Stud Bearing-Upper 2221 106 Record Clamp Spring 4207 

10 Push Off Arm 1209 60 Gear Roller-Upper 2222 107 Tone Arm Mounting Spring 4208 
11 12"-10" Lever 1210 61 Gear Shaft 2223 108 Tone Arm Height Spring 4209 
12 Push Off Channel 1211 62 Pinion Gear 2224 109 Clutch Spring 4210 
13 Tone Arm Adjusting Plate 1212 63 Shoulder Rivet-Large 2226 110 Slide Spring 4211 
14 Tone Arm Mounting Bracket 1213 64 Roller 2227 Mounting Spring 4213 
15 Tone Arm Lever 1214 65 Spacer 2228 113 Lead-in Spring 4214 
16 Tone Arm Link 1215 66 Turntable Hub 2229 114 Tone Arm Adjusting Screw 
17 Lift Lever 1216 67 Oilite Bearing-C. S. 2230 Spring 4215 
18 100 -tooth Gear 1217 68 Push Off Stud 2231 115 Channel Spring 4216 
19 Cam Plate 1218 69 Gear Stud Bearing-Lower 2232 116 Spring Washer 4217 
20 Clutch Arm 1219 70 Gear Roller-Lower 2233 117 Lead Clip Spring 4218 
21 Main Slide 1220 71 Turntable Shaft 2235 118 1/4" Spring Clip 4219 
22 Return Slide 1221 72 Stud Lift Roller 2236 119 3/16" Spring Clip 4220 
23 Pawl Lever 1222 73 Lift Lever Roller 2237 120 r/s" Spring Clip 4221 
24 Trip 1238 74 Wheel Shaft 2239 Center Post Retainer Spring 4222 
25 Washer Push -off Arms 1224 75 Wheel Bushing 2240 121 Spring-Push Down 4223 
26 Gear Cam 1225 Contact Pins 2241-A 122 Index-Tone Arm Spring 
27 Center Post Support Plate 1226 76 Bushing-Tone Arm 
28 Square Washer Pickup 1227 77 Screw -Height Adj. (Gulmite Head) 
29 A.C. Cover and Insulator 1228 80 Push Button-On 3200 
30 Ball Bearing Retainer 1229 81 Push Button-Off 3201 Parts Listed Below are Sub -Assemblies 
31 Bearing Bracket 1230 82 Push Button-Reject 3202 125 Base Spotweld Assembly 9201 

Base Skirt Side 1231 83 Slide Switch 3203 126 Switch Mounting Assembly 9202 
Base Skirt Corner 1232 84 Motor 3204 127 Drive Gear Assembly 9203 
Base Skirt Bracket 1233 85 A. C. Plug 3205 128 Push Off Lever Assembly 9204 

32 Reject Arm 1234 Lead Wire Set-A. C. 3206 129 Turntable Bearing Assembly 9205 
33 Index Washer 1235 86 i/s" Ball Bearing 3207 130 Tone Arm Link Assembly 9206 
34 Tone Arm Lever 1236 87 Record Post 3208 131 Main Slide Assembly 9207 
40 Hub Push -Off 2200 88 Tone Arm 3209 132 Pinion Gear and Cam 
41 Roller Stud 2201 89 Cap Record 3210 Assembly 9210 
42 Push Button Shaft 2202 90 Clamp 3211 133 Turntable Shaft and Clutch 
43 Tone Arm Bearing 2203 91 Cartridge and Clips 3212 Assembly 9212 
44 Shoulder Rivets 2204 Needle 3213 134 Center Post Assembly 9213 
45 Center Post 2205 93 Tone Arm Terminal 3214 135 Record Post and Cap Assembly 9214 
46 Shoulder Rivet 2207 Shielded Cable 3215 136 Record Post Assembly 9215 
47 Center Post Shaft 2208 94 Tone Arm Rest 3216 137 Tone Arm Shaft Assembly 9217 
48 Oilite Bearing-T. T. 2209 95 Instrument Panel Spacer 3217 138 Tone Arm Assembly Complete 9218 
49 Push Off Plate Shaft 2210 96 Turntable Main Bearing 3218 199 Tone Arm Mounting Assembly 9219 
50 Large Shoulder Rivet 2211 97 Rubber Wheel 3219 140 Tone Arm Shaft Assembly- 
51 Push Off Slide Rod 2212 Rubber Grommets 3220 New 9226 
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